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ABSTRACT

We report ● new upper limit of 13.4 ●V (95*

confidence level) on the mass of the ●lectron antineutrino

from a study of tha shape of the bata spectrum of free

molecular t~itium. This result ●ppears to be inconsistent

with ● reported value for tha mass of 26(5) ●V. The

●lectron neutrino im ●violentlynot maseive ●nough to close

tha universe by itseil,

That the mass of the ●lectron neutrino (or ●ntineutrino; we make

no distinction here) could be determined from the shape of betk

spectra hatibeen known since Fermi’s formulation of the theory of beta

decay. In 19F1, ● group ●t the Institute for Theoretical ●nd

1 from their study offixperimen:alPilysics (ITEP) in Moscow reported

the tritium spectrum that Me had ● mass of 35 ●V, with revolutionary

Lmplicatlonu for particle physics and cosmology, More recent IIEP

work2 has reduc~d this value slightly to 26(5) ●V, with ● “mtjdel”

independent” range of 17 to kO ●V< Frit-chi ●t ●l.3 found in ●



similar type of experiment ●t the University of Ziirichan upper limir

of 18 eV, ●nd other measurements have neither confirmed nor

contradicted these works.4,5 Both the ZOrich and ITEP experiments

have very high statistical accuracy, and the difference between the

two results mus~ be a consequence of systematic effects. A probable

origin for such effec~s is the solid source materials used, for which

molecular structure calculations ●re difficult to carry out to the

necessary precision.

Unlike other experiments presently in operation, our experiment

at the Los Alamos National Laboratory makes use of a gaseous source of

T2 to capitalize on the simplicity of the two-electron system. When a

triton decays to 3He, tho orbitsl ●lectrons ●re no longer in ●n

eigenstate and distribute themselves over the set of ●igen~tates of

the residual molecule. The resulting ●nergy spread impressed on the

outgoing beta must be very p-scisely calculated (at the 19 level) if

serious ●rrors in interpreting the data ●re to be ●voided. such

calculations can be carried out with some confidence for ●tomic and

molecular tricium, but with less certainty for solid sources like

those used by ITEP ●nd Ziirich. Use of ● gaseous source ●lso confers

the ●dvantages of minimal ●nd well understood ●nergy-loss corrections,

●nd no backscatter corrections. Thus tha gaseous source minimizes

systematic uncertainties, but it is technical y more difficult, ●nd

statistical ●ccuracy can be hard to obtain.

In ●n ●arlier papers we described our ●pparatus briefly and

reported the initial result obtained with it: v. < 27 ●V ●t 954

confidence level (CL). Sensitivity to neutrino mass increases

●~tremely slowly with data ●cquisition time, roughly ●s the fifth

root, se it was clear that significant improvement in the limit could

only transpire through ●n increase in the data ratea. To this end, we

have made ● number of improvements, the principal on. being the

replacement of the simple single.element proportional counter irithe

spectrometer with a 96-pad S1 ❑icrostrip detector ●rray,

TINI new detector 1S an octagonal array cf 100-pm-thick planar

passivatl~dS1 wafers (n-type) ●ach with ● sensitiv; area of 7 x 10

mm2. The sensitive area is subdivided into 12 strips on 0,83-mm

centers by readout pads. There ●re thus 96 microstrips tiling th~



surface of ● 2-cm diameter cylinder. The wafers, manufactured by

Hamamatsu Photonics KK, are mounted on l-mm thick sapphire substrates

(Saphikon Inc.) clamped at one end to water-cooled copper braids.

Sapphire is not only ●n excellent conductor of heat (there are thermal

radiation loads from the nearby spectrometer conductors) but is also

quite radiopure. The wafers are water-cooled co 13 C; further cooling

was considered unwise in view of the possible pumping of tritiated

condensate onto the surfaces of the detectors. For electron

spectroscopy, the customary Au layer on the entry surface of the

wafers has been omitted ●nd only the thin (less than 0.5 pm) ion-

implanted contact intervenes. For 23-keV electrons, resolutions of

2.5 to 4.0 keV NHH ●re obsemed.

Signals from the hybrid preamplifiers ●re ●ach amFllfied,

shaped, ●nd passed through ● biaaed amplifier to remove the baseline

noise before b~i,~gsummed in groups of 12, A multichannel ●nalog-to-

digital converter records the & multiplexed analog signals, and

ujority logic units register 96-bit patterns describing the locations

●nd multiplicities of the events, Valid events have ● m’lltiplicityof

one, Events ●re processed ●nd written on two disks by ● 12-MHz

computer in 400 PX,

Numerous other improvements have been made, An ●xial gradient

has been superimposed on the magnetic field of the source to ●liminate

the trapping of ●lectrons, which previously necessitated ● large and

complex correction, Baffles were installed in the spectrometer, and

the ●cceptance reduced by halt, to improve the lineshape. A getter

pump was ●dded to remove ●tmospheric gases that caused extra ●nergy

loss when Kr was b~ing recirculated, The stability and background of

the Si detector that ❑onitors the source strength was improved, ●nd

the source dmslty was stabilized with the ●ddition of ● servo

regulator, Notwithstanding the loss in spectrometer ●cceptance, the

gross data rate is 8 times higher than previously, ●nd the slgnal-to-

background ●bout the same. Of the 96 channels, 9 ●re ●t present

●ither non-functional or ●xcessively noisy, and are not used.

The beta spectrum is formed by setting the spectrometer to

●nalyze ● fined momentum (equivalent to an energy of 23 k*V) and

scanning th~ ●ccelerating voltago on tho source, A typical data



&cquisitlon interval ●t ● particular voltage is 35 seconds, at the end

of which ● 1024-channel spectrum from the Si monitor detector ●nd the

conten~s of scalers used in dead-time correction are written to disk

after the event-mode data. After every 5 data points, ● calibration

measurement at the voltage farthest from the endpoint (i.e. the

highest voltage) is taken to monitor stability. Data voltages are

repeeted in random order with ● frequency that reflects the parts of

the spectrum most significant In determining the neutrino mass. Data

●re recorded in sets of

points, ●t 800 voltages.

17820-eV K-conversion line

determino the instrumental

halysis of the data

6700 measurements,

%efore ●nd ●fter ●

of 83Krm iS recorded

resolution ●nd energy

Includir,g calibration

tritium data set, the

two or three times to

scale,

begins with manual creation of ● set of 87

“windows” on the energy spectra from the individual pads. The windows

include most of the counts from 23-keV electrons from the source, ●nd

●xclude the bulk of the background counts from tritium in the

spectrometer.

Each pad receives counts corresponding to ● slightly different

momentum, tho total range being about 100 ●V in energy from on. end of

the detector to the other, The data is thus organli:edby summing

counts from the same pad numbers on each wafer to form 12 spectra,

●ach independently calibrated by ● 83Krm spectrum similarly formed.

The ‘raw” tritium spectra can bs compared to the theoretical spectrum

modified by corrections for ●nergy loss, instrumental resolution,

●pparatus ●fficiency, and the final-state spectrum, The neutrino mass

5 from ● plot of the sum of●nd its varianco ia then ●stimated 52 for

●ll pads ●gainst ❑ti2.

Electrons lose ●nergy by inelastic scattering ●s they spiral

through the source Las. The cross section differential in ●nergy has

been constructed from various data, as described previously.5 The

total inelastic cross section is very tightly constrained by the Liu

sum rule4 to be 00 = 3,474(11) x 10-18 cm2 ●t 18.5 keV.

The gas”dansity profile in the sourca is determin~d by kinetic

theory frctethe measured throughput of gas scavenged by pumps into ●

calibrated volume, given the dimensions ●nd temperature (130K) of the

source ::ube. For ●sch element of ph~~e space (8,z) in the source, a



mean superficial density n(e,z) can be computed by Monte Carlo

methods. Plural interactions have a Poisson distribution ●ppropriate

to the ●lementary mean densities. The energy-loss spectrum becomes

X2
G(E) -

[r

[n(e,z)uO]j exp[-n(e,z)aol Fj(E) & d(cose) ,

z -c7 (l-c) j!

where Fj(E) i$ the j-fold convolution of the unit nonsalized

differential cross section (J-1,20). The ●ngular integration includes

only angles between 32 ●nd 148 degrees, to comply with llont~tCarlo

calculations of the inltial angle spectrum ●ccepted by the

spectrometer. The probability of ●n ●lectron interacting is 8.5 t,

●nd the number of interactions per decay ia 9.1 t, ●n indication of

the generally small scattering probability ●d the very ●inor :role

played by plural interactions. The stopping power computed with our

differential cross section (which satisfies the Liu sum rule) is 0,44

x 10-16 ●V-cm per ●tom, 18t below the Bethe stopping power,’ ThLs

difference represents the major uncertainty in the ●nergy-loss

●stimates.

Measurement of the instrumental resolution is accomplished by

83Krm (from the decay of c3Rb) through the sourcecirculating ●nt:

recording the nominally monoenergctic K-conversion line ●t 17820(3;

eV. This single calibration is sufficient becsuse, in m.trapparatus,

the spectrometer is ●lways set to analyze the same momentum, ●nd

spectra ●re obtained simply by scanning the ●cceleration voltage

●pplied to the source, Conversion lines ●re ●ccompanied by shakeup

●nd shakeoff satellites, ●nd, rather than rely on calculations for

their positions ●nd intensities, we have carried out ● K-shell

photoionlzation measurement on Kr ●t the Stanford Synchrotrons

Radiation Laboratory, 8 Excellent agroemar,tbetween tho shapes of the

spectra in obtained when the slightly better-resolution

photoixilzation spectrum is convoluted with ● Gaussian to match the

interml-conversion data, Most important, a long tail (2 x 10”4 ●V-l)
observed in the data but not pradlcted by theory is shown to b. ● part

of the ICr spectrum (and not instrumental). A more detailed

description of this work Is given ●lsewhere.8’9 A spactrum of thermal



electrons from the source region ●ccelerated to 19 keV showed evidence

for a weak tail of 7 x 10-6 eV-l, and the Kr data also shows evidence

of marginal statistical significance for a residual tail ●t ●bout this

level. This residual tail being presumably of instrumental origin, we

take the instrumental resolution to be given by ● Gaussian with an

●dded flat tail of 7 x 10-6 eV-l extending to 350 eV, and extract the

Gaussian parameters by fitting to the diagram line ●nd first

satellites of the Kr spectrum, for which the theoretical description

appears to be good. The Gaussian variances for tne 12 spectra

●veraged ●bout 120 OV2. The instrumental linewidth is sufficiently

narrow that details of its shape have only ● small influence on the

2 ~S 15 eV2, and weresults. T&, effect of the ●dded tail on mv

associate a 15 eV2 uncertainty with it.

There ●re contribuclons to the tritium linowldth not contained

in the Kr calibration. The partition of recoil ●nergy between

internal ●nd translational degrees of freedom of the THe+ ion

.ontributes10 a vaciance of 9 x 10-2 ●v2. Zero-point vibrational

motion in the T2 moleculell and thermal motion create Doppler

broadening of variance 4 x 10-4 and 4 x 10-2 *V2
* respectively.

These contributions ●re negligible.

The small variation of ●pparatus efficiency with ●cceleration

vo1tage introduces ● spectral distortion that can influence the

neutrino mass derived. It is customary to parametrize this with

●mpirically determined linear and quadratic correction terms al ●nd a2

in the spectrum. In our ●pparatus both the spectrometric data ●nd the

monitor data ●re subject to ●fficiency corrections. The monitor

●fficiency function may ●asily be measured by plotting Its rate,

corrected for source pressure, against ●cceleration voltage, but there

is no comparable ❑ethod for the spectrometric data. However, it is

possible, ●lthough very computer-intensive, to calculate the

●fficiency directly by Monte Carlo methods. We find that the

spectrometric efficiency is strictly linear, with al - -2.0(3) X 10-5

●V-l, in reasonable ●greement with the value -?.6(2) x 10-5 derived by

fitting the spectrum to a linear term only. (Our Parlier opinions

that optimization ot the transmission at the endpoint would produce

only ●ven ordor terms is incorrect because the optimization ●pplies to



total ●lectron energy, not acceleration voltage.) As a test, we also

calculated the variation of count rate with focus-coil current and

found qualitative agreement with data but some quantitative

discrepancies. For that reason, and because linear ●nd quadratic

corrections produce different neutrino masses, we consider both linear

●nd quadratic terms in the fit separately, adopt a mean value and

treat the total spread in neutrino mass squared (105 eV2) as a

systematic uncertainty.

Experimental tests of ● number of possible sources of systematic

error were conducted. Low-pressure T2 gas in magnetic ●nd electric

fields suggests the production of T+, T2+, i’ndT3+ ions, ●nd T* ●nd

T2* metastables, in the source region, Positive ions ●re trapped in

the source by the ●rrangement of fields and can escape only by

migrating across field lines through scattering ●nd charge exchange.

Trapped ions were sought in two different experiments, one12 in which

83K# ●nd T2 were introduced simultaneously into the source, ●nd the

second in which T2 wss introduced directly into the ●cceleration-gap

region rather than the source midpoint. In neither case were trapped

ions seen, ●nd the second experiment sets a limit of 5 x 10-4 on the

ratio of ions to neutrals, corresponding to an excess variance of

order 0.2 ●V2. The cross sections for the production of metastables

is lower than for ions, and their lifetimes in the source ●re shorter,

owing to wall collisims.

Another test was to search for ●lectrons scattered into the beam

from th6 walls (which ●re highly contaminated with tiitium), The

●pparatus was designed with ● guard region between the wall and the

part of the gas visible to the spectrometer equal to two or more

●lectron radii, so that two consecutive scatters vould be needed for

●n electron to enter the beam. Helium gas was introduced into the

●pparatus (hydrogen would have ●xchanged with the tritium) after

tritium had been pumped ●way, ●nd scattered electrone were sought in

the spectrometer. As expected, none was seen, at a level of 10-4 of

the source strength.

The final-state spectrum (of the THe+ ion) has the ❑ost

important Influence on the tritium spectrum, Calculations have been

reported for the decay of T2 in the sudden ●pproximation. The Martin-



Cohen (NC) calculation13 is truncated at 94 eV excitation, the Quantum

l’heo.~Project (QTP) calculation10’14 is truncated at 164 eV and the

Agren-Carravetta calculation15 at 90 eV. The last calculation has not

yet been utilized in the analysis of our data. The MC and QTP

calculations ●re in very good accord, the latter (the one we ●dopt)

2 8 eV2 lar,~er owing to its greatergiving mv range. The MC

calculation omits 1.3s of the strength, while the QTP one omits 0.5%,

●nd the distribution of this strength is responsible for the

difference between the variances, 545 eV2 and 617 eV2, respectively,

●nd the sum-mlc result of Kaplan and Smelov,16 1110 eV2. Despite

this ●larming discrepancy, the effect on neutrino mss is actually

rather small, ●s we have found by simulating the missing 0.5 9 of

strength with discrete ●nd continuous distributions

2 of 20(10) ●V2sum rule. An upward correction to mv

missing in the QTP calculation results.

The validity of the sudden ●pproximation, on

calculations rest, has not seriously been questioned,

that satisfy the

for the strength

which all these

largely because

of the work of Williams and Koonin17 (UK), who claimed that the

rescattering contributions (i.e., the interaction of the beta directly

‘3 in the case of the ●tom.with orbital electrons) were less than 10

UK, however, treated only s-wave final states, ●rguing that other

partial waves would each contribute of order (l/pao)* = (1/36)2, where

p is the beta momentum, ●nd ●. the Bohr radius. They then invoked

Intemanc’s ●rgument18 that the highest partial wave of interest would

have an 1 of order pao, but ●rroneously found this quantity to be

1/36,whereas it Is actually 36. A complete calculation appeare to be

19 has obtained a closed-form expression forvery difficult, but Friar

the p-wave bound ●nd continuum strengths. We double this contribution

2 shifts upward bytu make ●n ●stimate for the T2 molecule, and iind ❑v

6 ●V2. Friar ●lso shows that higher f contributions fall off very

rapidly for bound states, ●nd we find from ● semiclassical model that

this is true for the continuum ●s well. Wa estimate the total ●ffect

to be not more than ●bout 3 times the p-wave, but the need for a

complete continuum calculation for the T2 ❑olacule IS manifest.

l%e tritium data sat obtained (13400 measurements) spanned ●n

interval of ●bout 9 days ●nd led to spectra totalling 8000 counts in



the last 100 eV, of which 1400 were background. The spectra covered

the range 16500 - 19200 eV, The maximum-likelihood procedure

described earliers 2 Eo,was used to obtain values for mu , amplitude,

background, al and a2. These results, and their l-u statistical

uncertainties, are listed in Table I.

Table I. Results from analysis of August, 1988 data;
uncertainties are one standard deviation statistical.

al only a2 only

Invz -250(90) -145(90) eV2

E. 18567.2 18569.2 eV

-2.6(2) X 10-5 -- -1
al eV

a2 .. -8,8(5) X 10-9 eV-2

E2 (av.) 945.8 945.1 (892 D.O.F)

In Table II we list the estimated uncertainties (l-u) in ❑W2
from ●ll sources. We have not ●t this time considered ●ll relevant

contributions to the uncertainty in the endpoint energy, Eo. In

principle, ● useful test )f the reliability of tritium beta decay

experiments is the value obtained for the 3H . 3He mass difference.

OUr present endpGint energy is in good ●greement with the one we

obtained previously, ●nd with some other experiments, but independent

experimental information on the mass difference is not decisive yet.12

We take the conse?wative viewpoint that we do not know which is

the correct desc”iptlon of the cunature, ●nd that the two choices are

but ● selection from A large variety of possible efficiency functions.

Our best estimate is then the ●verage of tk~eal and a2 fits, ●nd the

uncertainty associated with efficiency correction is the difference

between them.

In Figure i, we plot the residuals for the fit near the ●ndpoint

for mu - 0 ●nd 30 eV, from which it ❑ay be seen qualitatively that a

30-eV mass is rejected. That conclusion is borne out quantitatively



Table II. Contributions (eV*) to the uncertainty in mv2 at one
standard deviation.

Analysis:

Statistics 90

Beta monitor statistics, dead time 5

Energy Loss:

18% in theoretical spectrum shape: 15

5t Uncertainty in source density 4

Resolution

Final

Width 12

Skewness 6

Tail 15

States

Differences between theories 8

Region ●bove trunca~;ionpoint 10

Rescattering 20

Apparatus Efficiency

Linear vs Quadratic 105

Total 143

when ●ll uncertainty components ●re considered. As discussed

elsewhere,20 setting confidence levels on quantities physically

forbiddan from having negative values is a complex issue, ●specially

when the measured value (through normal statistical fluctuations)

falls in the non-physical regime. Our result (from the ●verage of the

2 which \ luldfits with al ●nd a2 separately) IS mM2 - -198(143) ev ,

have ~risen in less than 89 of trials from a neutrino mass greater

than O ●V. To derive ● confidence level on the 8sss is less



straightforward, The Particle Data Group sets forth21 a Bayesian

prescription that is at least well-defii~ed,if not rigorously

5.0

2.5

~
w

j 0.0
u.-
0
;

-2.5

00 18400 18500 18600
Energy (oV)

Fig.1. Residuals in fits to neutrino masses of
SV (bottom), All other parameters including ml
●llowed to vary.

justified. On that basis, we find ● 959 confi+~nce

on the neutrino mass of 13.4 eV.

187CI0

~ [top) ●nd 30

●nd a2 have been

level upper l~,mit

Negative ●pparent values of mM2 cen arise in two physical models

of which we ● re ●ware, neither of which can be hccommo::atedin the

standard framework of particle physics ●nd cosmology, One mechanism



is n~utrino capture from an ultra-dense sea of relic neutrinos22 @7

cm-3 are needed in order to be o$semable in our experiment), ●nd the

other is tachyonic neutrinos 23 There is no compelling need at

present to invoke either of these exotic concepts.

The results of our experiment are entirely inconsistent with the

ITEP result, 17 to 40 eV. We ●re not ●ble to speculate usefully on

the exact source of this disagreement, but we have noted how demanding

this type of experiment is on the precision of all correction factors.

Uncertainties in energy loss, backscattering, ●nd final-state effects

are presumably substantially larger for solid sources than for free

uolecular T2. W@ note, finally, that this low limit on the mass of we

should permit a new ●nalysis of the noutrino data from the supernova

Sll1987a largely froa of the tlma-dispersive ●ffects introduced by

neutrino mass, ●nd that Ve is incapable of closing the universe by

itself.

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of H. Anaya in this

work.
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